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Flash Sale 15+ Nights

Save $600






For a limited time only, save $600 per couple on rail vacations inclusive of 15 nights or more!
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Travel Styles








	

Most Popular
See our customers' most favorite rail vacations.



	

National Parks
Enjoy scenic vistas from the train en route to America’s greatest national treasures.



	

Multiple National Parks
Visit several of the top National Parks in the US in one incredible rail vacation!



	

Cross Country Journeys
See two oceans, cross the Rockies, and all the land in-between with one of these North American adventures.



	

Roundtrip Vacations
Begin and end your train vacation at your hometown station or the station of your choice.



	

Famous Rail Routes
Classic and well known routes across America.



	

Canadian Rockies
Explore the spectacular Canadian Rockies by rail with these chart-topping vacations.



	

What's New?
Discover our newest vacations created just for you.



	

Rail Getaways
Exciting escapes to a breath-taking national park or spectacular city destination.



	

Sleeper Train Trips
Experience the adventure of traveling overnight with these unforgettable rail experiences.



	

Most Scenic Journeys
If you’re looking to take the scenic route then this selection offers some of the very best views in North America.



	

First-Time Traveler Picks
This carefully curated list has the top suggestions of vacations for first-time rail travelers.



	

Alaska Rail and Sail
Combine the best of land and sea with these vacations exploring the breath-taking beauty of Alaska.
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Plan your Amtrak trip








	

Getting Started
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How Does it Work?
Our Rail Vacation Consultants or a local Travel Advisor will assist you in making any adjustments to fit your travel style.
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Where can I Go?
Your options are unlimited, we have thousands of stations from Florida to California and everywhere in between. If the train goes there so do we!
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Popular Amtrak Routes
Explore famous Amtrak routes to see which trips and destinations are available along it.
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Customizing Options Available
Create the perfect train vacation designed exclusively for you, by you!
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What Does it Cost?
Build the right vacation to fit your budget.
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How to Find the Right Vacation
We have you covered - if the train goes there, so do we.
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How to Make a Reservation
Discover our three easy ways to book your perfect train vacation.








	

Onboard Experience
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What is it Like Onboard?
Stretch out and relax with your very own bedroom during your Amtrak train trip!
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First Class Private Rooms
All the information you need to know, to get a good night's sleep onboard the train.
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Meals and Dining
Learn about your dining choices, onboard dining reservations, and the different types of dining cars.
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Accessibility
Amtrak is happy to provide accessible transportation to all of our guests.
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At the Station
Your Amtrak Vacation journey can start from any of the over 500 Amtrak stations across North America.
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Auto Train
Don't leave your car behind when you travel - bring your car with you while on the Amtrak Auto Train.
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Sustainability
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and safely moving people between large cities and rural towns are key to sustaining our business for decades to come.








	

Preparing for Your Trip
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Free Brochures, Maps, & Guides
Gain instant access to our online brochures and download them for free.
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Videos and Webinars
Explore helpful videos and webinars with virtual tours of our rail journeys.
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Blog Articles
Learn from our experts with insider tips, read helpful suggestions, be inspired for your next trip, and much more!
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Frequently Asked Questions
Learn more from our most commonly asked questions from travelers.
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Travel Advisor Login
Login in for helpful resources, free trainings, and promotional items.
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Contact Us
Fill out our helpful form and we'll be in touch shortly.



	

Take the Travel Finder Quiz













Map Your Trip

Travel Advisor Login
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Flash Sale 10+ Nights

Save $500






For a limited time only, save $500 per couple on any of our rail vacations inclusive of 10 nights or more!
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Deals
View the latest deals, grab early booking discounts, and check out our everyday special offers.
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Advisor Login







	United States
	United Kingdom
	Australia
	Canada













1-800-268-7252

or contact your travel advisor

Call
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USA Rail Sale Happening Now


Sign up to save $600 on your next rail vacation!
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Email
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Whoops! Well, that's embarrassing...

We're sorry but this page doesn't seem to exist. Check out some options below and we'll do our best to get you back on track!
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Home
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Discover important information


Learn more about planning your train vacation from start to finish, including booking information, luggage requirements, sleeping room options onboard trains, everyday travel discounts, and more!





View All Trip Planning
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Private Sleeping Accommodations


Learn more about Amtrak’s private sleeping rooms features, services included, and amenities to ensure a relaxing journey.





Learn More
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Meals & Dining


Learn more about your dining choices, onboard dining reservations, and the different types of dining cars.





Learn More
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Ways to Customize Your Vacation


Decide where you want to start, where you want to go, which routes you want to take, how long you want to stay, and what you want to see and do.





Learn More
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How Does it Work?


It's simple! You decide when and where you want to go, where you want to stay and what you want to do, then call us directly so we can build you the perfect vacation. Everything is customizable!





Learn More
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Where can I Go?


We offer trains coast to coast on Amtrak's 30 routes from over 500 Amtrak train stations in 46 states across the country and trips to over 18 different National Parks throughout North America. The options are truly limitless.





Learn More
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The Auto Train


The Auto Train transports you and your car (or your van, motorcycle, SUV, small boat, jet-ski, or other recreational vehicles) nonstop from the Washington, D.C. area to sunny Florida, just outside of Orlando.





Learn More





















Frequently Asked Questions









If I'm booked in Coach, can I upgrade?



Yes! You can upgrade from coach up until your departure. You can upgrade your coach accommodations to business class on the regional trains, or to a private sleeper on the long-distance trains. Please...




Learn More











Can I take a specific rail vacation that you offer in reverse order?



Yes! On most of our vacations, we also offer a reverse version. Please call and speak with one of our Rail Vacation Specialists for reverse options.




Learn More











Can I fly to the first city then pick up my rail vacation and then fly home from a different city?



Yes, absolutely! You can take the Amtrak train one way and then fly home from a different city. This option is very popular with our independent rail vacations and our Alaska Rail and Sail vacations.




Learn More
















Explore Famous Routes
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California Zephyr
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Southwest Chief
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Empire Builder
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Coast Starlight
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Cascades























What options are available to customize my rail vacation?


Create the perfect train vacation designed exclusively for you, by you! It’s easy with our customization options. Decide where you want to start, where you want to go, which routes you want to take, how long you want to stay, and what you want to see and do. Use our convenient online booking tool for standard getaways or call our friendly rail vacation specialists for all other types of trips! Here’s how it works...
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Start from any of the 500+ Amtrak stations across the United States


Regardless of where you want to go, you have the option of starting your journey from any of the over 500+ Amtrak train stations in 46 states across the country. Even the station closest to your hometown!





Search by Station
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Choose a First Class private sleeping room onboard the train


If your journey involves overnight travel on the train, you may wish to upgrade to a First Class Roomette or Bedroom in an Amtrak Sleeping Car for the optimal onboard experience. Simply indicate which option when booking.





View First Class Private Rooms
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Add extra nights or add a city getaway


Choose your preferred length of stay in any of the hundreds of destinations we offer, even for multi-destination trips, for personalization and freedom within any itinerary. It’s easy to add extra nights, activities, and more.





View City Getaways
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Handpick your accommodations, activities, tours, and dining


In your chosen destinations, you’ll have the opportunity to book a variety of options and add-ons like a rental car, sightseeing tours, special attractions, or dining experiences at local, popular restaurants.





View my Options
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Combine itineraries or create your own


You may wish to combine two or more itineraries to maximize the sights you’ll see, the onboard adventures you’ll have, and the memories you’ll make. Or even take any of our vacations in reverse. The options are endless!





Call us Now
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Helpful videos on demand

Are you interested in learning all about rail vacations, private sleeping room accommodations, and the exciting experiences we offer?

Watch our on-demand videos and become a Rail Insider. You’ll be the first to see what it’s really like onboard Amtrak, explore which routes are the most scenic, and have the opportunity to get all of your questions answered.





Watch Now
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Resources available for you

Curious about the Amtrak dining menus? Want to download our brochures or maps? Looking for a guide to our National Parks? Simply select the resources you’d like to view and then start viewing your free resources instantly!





Select My Free Resources























Sign up for special offers




Email


















Contact Us


Reservations

1-800-268-7252



Mon - Fri: 9:00 AM - 7:00 PM EST

Sat - Sun: 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM EST
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Connect With Us



https://www.facebook.com/AmtrakVacations
https://www.instagram.com/AmtrakVacations
https://www.pinterest.com/amtrakvacations/
https://www.youtube.com/amtrakvacations
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